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Subject Half Yearly Annual 

English Text   
(Written ) 

Standing , sleeping , slanting , 
curves A to M (on tracing ) and  
(on dots) 
1. Match the alphabet with 
picture 
2. Tick the first letter of pic 
3.Circle the odd one 
4. Match the same alphabet 
5. Fill in the blanks  
6. Arrange the alphabet in write 
sequence     

Standing , sleeping , slanting , curves 
A to Z (on dots ) and without dots 
Cursive small alphabet (on tracing ) 
1. Match the alphabet with  picture 
2. Tick the first letter of pic 
3. Circle the odd one 
4. Match the same alphabet 
5. Fill in the blanks  
6. Arrange the alphabet in write 
sequence 
7. Match capital alphabet with small 
cursive alphabet        

English 
Reading and  
Recitation  
(oral) 

1. Recognition of alphabet (A –Z)  
and its pictures 
2. Rhymes 1 to 6 from rhyme 
book 
3. Pg. no. 2 to 28 Eng. Reading 
book 

1. Recognition of alphabet (A –Z) 
and its pictures and small cursive 
alphabet. 
2. Rhymes 7 to 12 from rhyme book 
3. Pg. no. 29 to 56 Eng. Reading 
book 

English 
composition 
(Oral ) 

Fruit name, vegetable name, 
Birds name, colour name, 
days name, body part name 

Wild animal name, domestic 
animals name, pet animals name, 
cloths  name, vehicles name, month 
name, Helpers name 

English 
Writing book 

Pg.no. 2 to 29 Pg. no. 30 to 56 

English 
Conversation 
(Oral) 

Question given in PDF Question given in PDF 

Hindi  Text   
(written ) 

Swar practice  on dots and 
without dots  
1. Match the pictures 2. circle 
the odd one  
3. Missing varn  4.Tick the first 
letter of varn 
5. Arrange the varn in right 
order  
6. Pg. no. 2 to 25 Hindi Reading 
book 

Swar practice on dots and without 
dots, vyanjan (on dots) and without 
dots. 
1. Match the pictures  2. circle the 
odd one  
3. Missing varn , 4. Tick the first 
letter of varn 
5. Arrange the varn in right order 
6. Pg. no. 26 to 48 Hindi Reading 
book 

Hindi reading 
and recitation 
(oral) 

1. Recognition of varn a se gya 
and its pictures   
2.- Hindi rhyme 13 to 19  from 

1. Recognition of varn a se gya and 
its pictures   
2. Hindi rhyme 20 to 24 from rhyme 



rhyme book  book 

Hindi 
composition 
(Oral) 

Colour name , flower name , 
vegetable name , Animals and 
birds name in hindi 

Body parts and their function, 
vehicles name, fruits name. 

Hindi. Writing 
book 

Pg.no. 2 to 24 Pg. no. 25 to 56 

Hindi 
conservation 
(Oral) 

Namaste, pranam, charan 
sparsh, apna parichay, apna 
addres, apni family members 
name or teacher ka name. 

Apne city, country ka name , prime 
minister name, hindi ki ginti 10 tak 

Maths 
(Written) 

Numbers 1 to 20, Count and 
write, count and circle, count 
and match, match the coloumn , 
what come after 
Maths work book - Pg.no. 2 to 
39 

Numbers 1 to 50, Count and write, 
count and circle, count and match, 
match the coloumn , what come 
after , before, between, circle the 
biggest number shape match. 
Maths work book - Pg.no. 40 to 56  

Maths (Oral) 1.- Comparision big – small , 
long – short, tall short , Heavy – 
light , More less. 
2.- Recognition 1 to 20 , Count 
and tell 

1.- Comparision big – small , long – 
short, tall short , Heavy – light , 
More less. 
2.- Recognition 1 to 20 , Count and 
tell ,  Shape name 

G.K (Oral) Question given in PDF Question given in PDF 

Drawing Pg.no. 3 to 16 of drawing work 
book  

Pg.no. 17 to 32 of drawing work 
book 

Music Nani teri morni ko, Hum honge 
kamyab song, Choti –choti 
gayiya bhajan, Bucche man ke 
sucche, Poem on Rakshabadhan, 
Teacher, Diwali, Gayatri mantra. 

Saare jaha se accha, Jingle bell, 
Hamko man ki shakti dena, National 
anthem, Guru mantra, Saraswati 
mantra, Tumhi ho mata tumhi pita 
ho 

Dance  Choti si aahsa, I am a barbee Girl Bum bum bhole, Galti se mistake 

 


